Choosing is pure artistic expression
Maximum custom-fit, right down to the smallest of details. In fine style.

Choosing is exploration, freedom of thought, liberty. Choosing means dressing up your personality, making your style tangible.

Mylos Ultra expresses these concepts offering the purest expression of choice, presenting a dynamic and innovative line by designer Matteo Costa that will introduce the wiring accessories series to the sphere of art and interior design.

ABB has chosen three of the most prestigious brands to develop an exclusive solution that offers an immense panorama of possibilities to meet all style requirements; the luxurious Alcantara® materials, stunning both aesthetically and in terms of texture; the ultra-technological 3M DI-NOC™ finishes, innovative and extremely refined; the creativity of Jannelli&Volpi®, to reinterpret the concept of finishes.

Three names, three styles, three guarantees of personalisation. With no limits, towards new frontiers of creativity.
Alcantara®.
Incredible beauty close to perfection.

A unique material, the star of luxurious creations, now upholsters the Mylos Ultra finishes, promising a new soft and comfortable sensory experience. Discovering the beauty of Italian-made products and exemplary respect for the environment every day is a luxury we can allow ourselves, we can touch. And we can experience.
Looking into the future is impossible. 3M DI-NOC™, however, fulfils the desire for high-tech materials that the most minimalist environments and the most innovative interior designs require. The decidedly ultra-modern and high-end designer finishes perfectly reflect the spirit and technological core of the integrated Mylos system.
Classical, lively, vintage or vibrant. Whatever the chosen style, Jannelli&Volpi® works together with Mylos Ultra to redefine the concept of continuity with the walls. The physical presence of the wall plate is softened yet it still manages to capture the attention with the continuity of its materials, giving spaces an advanced and seductive designer feel.
Room for creativity.
Personalisation to the nth degree for total freedom of expression.

The most creative custom-fit possibilities offered by Mylos Ultra and by the entire catalogue of its exclusive partners - free rein to designer creativity, in total harmony with taste and furnishing requirements. Creativity has no limits, every design and style idea can be realised by creating ad hoc textures for finishes that are unlike any other in the world. Mylos Ultra never fails to surprise.
Mylos Ultra by Alcantara®.
The harmony between style and technology for a valuable experience.

- Interiors Milano
- Interiors Taormina
- Interiors Firenze

- Iron White
- Iron Grey
- Iron Brown

The luxury and refinement of each Mylos Ultra by Alcantara® wall plate bestow an identity that adds a touch of personality and innovation to interiors. The Iron family, which ranges from white and grey to brown, is particularly suitable for luxurious yet understated environments. The Firenze series boasts a more refined design that adapts well to more unusual interiors. The Milano and Taormina series have “haute couture” nuances that are ideal for sophisticated spaces.

Mylos Ultra by 3M DI-NOC™.
The most advanced technology constantly generates new solutions.

- Abstract
- Carbon
- Fine Wood

- Metallic
- Natural Metallic
- Silk

The perception of brushing shiny metal or touching highly innovative designer objects. The Mylos Ultra finishes by 3M DI-NOC™ evoke incredible sensations, reproducing materials such as carbon, metal, wood and silk. The Abstract finishes stand out for their soft lines and subtle colours, suitable for the most elegant of atmospheres.
Mylos Ultra by Jannelli&Volpi®. The designs, trends and nuances that repaint new worlds.

Mylos Ultra creates new standards of style, together with Jannelli&Volpi® it is able to explore new horizons, redefining the bond between the wiring accessories series and the surrounding environment: no longer straightforward functional domestic objects but genuine designer accessories that can be customised to meet all requirements.

The Mylos Ultra finishes by Jannelli&Volpi® range from a “designer” theme, suitable for modern spaces, to a “classic” genre, understated and elegant, and through to a “floral” theme characterised by multi-coloured and artistic prints.